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Benchmarks
Chapter Officers 2011
Four Corners
President – Mike Daly
Vice-President – Kyle Spolar
Secretary – Calvin Murphy
Treasurer – Alex Johnson
Bi-Monthly Meetings: 1st Monday
Llano Estacado
President – Robert Howett
Vice-President – Todd Wagener
Treasurer – Gary Eidson
Regular Meeting: 2nd Tuesday

State Officers and Administration of
New Mexico Professional Surveyors

President - Justin Miller
President Elect - Larry Medrano
Vice President Treasurer - Kery Greiner
Past President - Allen C. Grace
Executive Director - Patty Floyd
Ethical Practices - Allen C.Grace
ACSM/NSPS Governor - Glen Thurow
Westfed Rep - Earl Burkholder /
Gary Eidson

Benchmarks Editor - Barry Phillips
Education Foundation - Larry Medrano
Geospatial Advisory Committee Lobbyist - Allen Grace
Minimum Standards - Tom Patrick
PTAB - Steve Toler
Website - Gary Eidson / Dave Cooper

Las Vegas
President – P. David Archuleta
Vice-President – Ted Winston
Secretary/Treasurer – Jashe Alcon
Meeting: K-Bobs, 3rd Wednesday 6:30
Middle Rio Grande
President –Glen Haikin
Vice-President – Ben Aragon
Secretary – Scott Croshaw
Treasurer – Tim Tessendorf
Director – Chris Medina
Regular Meeting: 3rd Tuesday

North Central
President –
Treasurer – Joseph Schmitt
Vice-President – Barry Phillips
Regular Meeting: 3rd Wednesday 6pm
Sangre de Cristo
President –
Vice-President –
Secretary/Treasurer –
Southern Rio Grande
President – Tom Rollag
Vice President – Amanda Allred
Secretary – Evans Ralston
Treasurer – Kery Greiner
Regular Meeting: 3rd Wednesday
Gila
President – Amanda Allred
Vice President – Rick Miller
Secretary/Treasurer – Garret Allsup
Regular Meeting: 3rd Monday 6pm

Pictographs and cross near Black Butte, NM.
Photo by Tom Patrick
New Mexico Professional Surveyors, striving to keep the Land
Surveying profession respected and worthy of public and
professional esteem; maintaining the highest ethical standards and
encouraging the educational development of its membership.

ACSM/NSPS NMSU Student Chapter
President - Robert Moyers
Secretary - Jared Christopher
Treasurer - Roberta Lujan
Regular Meeting: Every other Thur 5:30

Submission Deadlines:

March 2012 - February 15, 2012

NMPS Contact Info
412 North Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
Phone: 575-393-1462
Fax: 575-393-4836
patty.nmps@gmail.com
Web Site: NMPS.org
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Contact Info
Barry Phillips
Phone: (505)470-2318
barryphillips.pls@gmail.com
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EDITORIAL

Here's hoping you are all well after another difficult year with respect to the economy. Our sincere thanks once
again goes to all the advertisers and contributors for your continued support. We bid a fond farewell to Allen
Grace as the NMPS President and wish him well on his further journey, although we will no doubt still see
him heavily involved as is his want. We also welcome Justin Miller as our new contributor to the Presidents
Angle.
We follow in one of Doug Meredith’s escapades into the wild woods of Canada for a change in scenery.
Certainly some crazy experiences to read aboot (that's Canadian for about).
We follow the happenings in the Middle Rio Grande Chapter on their trek to visit the NM Initial Point near
Socorro. Thank you Glen Haiken and Tom Patrick (possibly others) for your attendance and contributions
during what seems to be some inclement weather. We have included some of the writings of Fred Roeder
concerning some of the historic aspects of the creation of this point.
Congratulations to those NMSU students shown in this publication on their scholarships obtained during the
year. Some of you are probably done with your studies and hard at work, we trust.
In addition, I have printed some of the reports submitted to NMPS for the December 2011 meeting in
Albuquerque with a special thanks to Bohannan Huston for the continued use of their facilities. One such
report gives us a brief introduction to the newly formed Gila Chapter. We wish them luck and hope to see the
membership flourish.
Wrapping this up there is some news from NSPS especially regarding the action update on the unified
organization.
We hope you all had a Wonderful Christmas and Festive Season. There is much to be done in the new year and
we hope that the chapters will continue the good work and for those that have been absent we look forward to
your input during the coming year.
Best Wishes,
Barry.
Front Cover - Eric Marlow of Dawson Surveys
conducting a traverse within the underground
culverts, Nichols Dam, Santa Fe, NM.
Photo sent in by Jim Himbarger
Back Cover - Bisti Wilderness Area south of
Farmington, NM.
Photos sent in by Tom Patrick

Benchmarks is Now Accepting
Paid Advertising
The advertising rates are:
Full Page Ad .... $200
1/2 Page Ad .... $100
1/4 Page Ad .... $50
Business Card .... $20

Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Unless copyrighted,
articles may be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made
to the author and to this publication. All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the
editor at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com. Submission of an article does not guarantee publication. We reserve the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned. The opinions expressed
are those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.
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President’s Angle
2011 NMPS President
Allen Grace, PS
December 2011

It’s been an exciting year serving as the NMPS President and
I want to wish all of you “Happy Holidays and a Prosperous
New Year”.
Thanks to all of you on the Executive Board, that worked
together to tackle the issues we have been challenged with
throughout my term. Chapter Presidents, you deserve a lot of
credit for passing along, bringing forth and communicating
with our membership, the core of what this organization is all about.
I didn’t realize that I would deal with issues from all aspects of the “great lands”, especially New Mexico
and get the opportunity to participate in these issues, from the 13 Western States (West Fed.), National
issues with NSPS (4G-Light Square), Texas Land Surveyor Association (August Seminar in Las Cruces),
and across the Street so to speak with the Engineering Society.
My term has afforded me many new friends, contacts and exciting topics which are of interest and related
to our Profession. The New Year upon us and some of the same topics will still be of interest to incoming
President Justin Miller. I would like to extend good luck and my commitment to Mr. Miller in any way
he sees fit to call upon me to accomplish what I believe will be another exciting year and filled with challenging issues, I’m sure.
Briefly and repeating myself, we will still be in support of Legislative issues ranging from Our own State
Legislature all the way to Washington supporting the National Surveyors organizations dealing with the
issues that affect us all. The RLD issue closest to home, that I mentioned in the last Benchmarks is still
going to be one of the issues to be dealt with. An MOU is currently under review between the State Board
of Registration and the current Governors administration. This being said, we all know the saying “it all
starts at home”, encroaches into the way I think of this. We as an organization need to support our own licensing board to have effective communications with our licensees and to have cooperation amongst each
other in the profession for all of its works correctly and within the laws of protecting the health, welfare
and safety of the public. The 4G Light Square issue on the National Level is “Inching” along and opening
the minds of our Congressional leaders. Detailed analysis of the 4G light Square proposals are showing
that our efforts and the information we have presented are true and correct and just like anything else the
facts should prevail leading us to the right decision.
Mr. Miller reported at the December board meeting that an exciting and informative conference is in the
plans and I believe he is right. As of this writing and publication, NMPS will have a new Vice President
and the Chapters will be submitting the names of the new officers and hopefully new members as well. I
again wish you all well, thanks and look forward to a “Happy New Year”.
Allen Grace, NMPS President
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What is included in your dream?
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE – December, 2011

In the September 2011 issue of Benchmarks (see url at end of article) I asked how we might improve
the future for Surveying in New Mexico. The follow up question is “What is included in your dream?”
As many of you know, I am better at asking questions than coming up with answers. One reason is that
answers are developed by many persons in response to specific challenges and challenges are derived from
visions (often of the impossible). I submit that the best visions are those developed through discussion
and consensus. In our case – what is the best case scenario for surveyors practicing in New Mexico? So,
I’ll ask again. With regard to surveying, what is your dream and what does it take to make your dream a
reality?
I am reminded of a line in one of Sandra Bullock’s movies, Miss Congeniality, where as a beauty contestant
she is asked, “What is the one most important thing our society needs?” As an undercover law enforcement professional, Bullock deadpans in responding, “That would be harsher punishment for parole violators.” There is no reaction from the audience and after a short awkward silence, Bullock gushes, “and
World Peace.” The audience instantly responds with enthusiastic applause. Hopefully we can come up
with a better vision for the surveying profession than “world peace.” Although I rather like the specificity
of the “parole violators” answer I readily concede that we need to acknowledge the expectations of our
audience and proceed from there.
I believe that, while a case can be made for each answer, “world peace” and “parole violators” are at different places on a scale deserving consideration. The dreams/challenges listed in the following paragraphs
may be unrealistic in that they fall closer to “world peace” on the scale. While that may be a good place
to start, we need to be more pragmatic as we look for ways to address those lofty challenges. We need to
concentrate on specific “parole violator” items that contribute to “world peace.” Articulating lofty goals
may give us a warm fuzzy feeling, but the “imposing harsher punishment for parole violators” approach
will require considerable debate/discussion and significant effort to actually realize those goals. That calls
to mind John Kennedy’s inaugural address in which he challenged, “Ask not what your county can do for
you – ask what you can do for your country.”
My dream for the surveying profession in New Mexico is that, collectively, we will realize the opportunity
to work on the same page with regard to both horizontal and vertical (that’s 3-D) survey data. Although
one can say that the technology, the models, the equipment, and the software are all available, we still
face challenges as various combinations of knowledge, commitment, specifications, money, and time are
all identified as being in short supply when it comes to doing the best job possible for our clients (and the
public). OK, that is a “world peace” kind of dream. What are some “parole violator” aspirations that we
can pursue to move in that direction? Among many possibilities, I give one example.
I believe that the citizens of New Mexico and the surveying profession can both benefit from better use of
existing talent and resources. We currently have too many “silos” of activity in which cards are held close.
That may be fine for poker and certain classes of surveying but, among others, I am also looking for a way
to improve the minimum standards for control surveying. In the September 2011 issue of Benchmarks
(see url below) I attempted to provide information on various alternatives for basic survey control being
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implemented in other places. Briefly, several alternatives are summarized as:
-

Develop a state agency having responsibility for spatial data use and applications from the top
down for all users – North Carolina, South Carolina, and Missouri are examples.

-

Include an office of “state surveyor” in an existing agency such as Nebraska has or as proposed by
Thurow/King for New Mexico. Is it possible we have a head start in this category by building on
efforts coming out of the New Mexico Geographic Advisory Council?

-

Using state/local initiatives (and possible assistance of programs such as Height Modernization), develop a state-wide GNSS network capable of supporting a myriad users and applications
throughout the state. Examples include Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Washington, and others.

-

City/county/regional implementation could also be developed as an alternative such as already
established in Albuquerque or as being developed in Las Cruces and other places.

-

Development of private GNSS networks such as established by vendors (for example, Leica, Topcon, and Trimble) and entrepreneurs.

The September 2010 article was written primarily to address the planning effort currently being pursued
in Southern New Mexico. There are a number of “world peace” issues identified in that plan but the plan
also focuses on “parole violators” issues. I am encouraged that development and use of the “spatial data
infrastructure” has been introduced to the planning committee and hope that coordination of local efforts
and accountability as envisioned in the plan for other issues can be realized for spatial data applications
as well.
But I am worried that the current planning effort will pay few dividends for the surveying profession if
we, NMPS and the profession, fail to articulate our vision for what could and should be implemented with
regard to development of a comprehensive spatial data infrastructure for Southern New Mexico and/or
the entire state. Δ
http://nmps.org/Benchmarks/documents/BENCHMARKSSept2011.pdf
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NMPS Treasurer’s Report - 2011
December 10, 2011, NMPS Board of Directors Meeting
Kery Greiner, Treasurer

The state of NMPS is good and steady. It was my intention to prepare a budget with the end of the fiscal year
and present it at this meeting. My excuse for not having it is because my business affairs have consumed me
since July but I am happy to say everything is back in order and running smooth. I will have plenty of time
to focus on my duties as Treasurer for NMPS.
I will have a budget prepared by the next meeting which will show our usual income and expenses and also
the projections for the rest of the year. Once the format is completed it will just be a matter of changing the
numbers every year. Patty always provides us with the “Balance Sheet”, “Profit & Loss”, “Dues Allocations” and “Conference Income Statement”. I would like to consolidate them into a budget format which
will be easier for me to understand and hopefully anyone else who is not an accountant and has a difficult
time understanding those reports.
NMPS finances are consistent. Our income and expenses balance well every year which is the way a nonprofit organization is supposed to run. The last 3 years the conference has brought in $13,000 (per year) with
the last real good one being 2008 ($18,000) which was at the start of the economy going south. 2011 dues
totaled $33,449.00 and although I do not have recent year’s totals it is obvious they must have been close to
the same as we do not seem to be experiencing any financial difficulties.
With a new President every year I believe the President should not have to worry about the finances, but be
aware, unless the Treasurer and Executive Director see any problems. I believe we need constancy at those
2 positions to keep NMPS in good financial order. I am happy to continue as Treasurer as long as that is the
wish of each President. I know the dues for 2012 have been frozen at the current level and I believe they
should stay that way until we see the economy recover or if NMPS experiences any financial difficulties.
Please let me know if there are any other concerns with the NMPS finances which need to be discussed with
the full board.
On another matter I would like to propose additional duties for our Vice Presidents and President Elects. I
do not believe it is written anywhere but the policy has been that the current President is automatically a
Westfed delegate and then it is up to the President to appoint a second delegate to Westfed. This has not
really been used in about the last approximately 11 years or so. Jeff Ludwig and Allen Grace served as
delegates for approximately 7 years. When Jeff stepped down I was appointed by Tom Patrick and Allen
remained until he became President Elect and had to focus on his conference and term as our leader. Gary
Eidson replaced Allen and then I stepped down and was replaced by Earl.
The state of Washington has a policy of providing a regular delegate to Westfed, for consistency, and then
the second delegate is their Vice President so they can gain exposure to the Westfed affairs. Their President
Elect travels with the NSPS Governor to the NSPS meetings for the same exposure. I believe this will provide us with a very informed President on the national affairs of the surveying profession even though they
are provided detailed reports of these meetings by the NMPS representatives. The only extra expense would
be the airfare and 2 room nights for the President Elect to travel with the NSPS Governor. I would like the
BOD to discuss this and if it is favorable I will be happy to make a motion to make this policy. I do not
believe we would have to amend the Bylaws or Constitution. Δ
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RICHARD DICK DICK OF TELEGRAPH CREEK, B.C

					

Doug Meredith, B.C.L.S. # 368			
July 9, 2011

		

						
Away back in the beginning, or about sixty years ago, our Dept. of Mines took on the huge project of
building a heavy haul road from the Cassiar Mine located south of the Alaska Highway to tidewater at
Stewart, B.C. a distance of some 450 kilometres of completely unpopulated and unmapped wilderness.
After thrashing around for a couple of years with bulldozers and stuff without knowing what obstacle
there may be a couple of hundred metres ahead of the lead cat, such as a river, a swamp, a lake, a wall
of rock or a sleeping unionized employee, it was realized that prior to more construction, some kind of
reconnaissance should be done to define a rough route which would then be followed by some mapping
and a ground location line survey.
In the early summer of 1955 the “McElhanney” firm was asked to do the field reconnaissance part of the
work between the Cottonwood River and the south end of Kinaskan Lake at the head of the Iskut River, a
distance of about 200 kilometres. Since by this time I had some six years of wilderness work experience,
including about a year of railroad and road location surveys behind me – I was elected, and departed for
the Dalzeil hunting lodge at the south end of Dease Lake.
Since unsurveyed construction was still underway south of the Cottonwood River, it was decided that we
would begin our reconnaissance southward from the south end of Dease Lake to Kinaskan Lake. This
meant crossing both the fordable Tanzilla and the non-fordable Stikine rivers. An engineering type soon
arrived from Victoria whose job it was to select a suitable bridge site on the Stikine just upstream of the
formidable Grand Canyon. Some saddle and pack horses plus two Tahltan Indian guides also arrived from
Telegraph Creek to complete our party.
Now I digress for a moment. I have been in a lot of big cities of the world such as Toronto, Montreal,
New York, London, Brussels, Copenhagen, Paris, Madrid, Casablanca, Dakar, Lagos, Tripoli, Beirut, Karachi, New Delhi, Rome, Naples, Geneva, Singapore, Hong Kong, Jakarta, Seoul, Tokyo, and Bangkok
but lemme tell you, that if you haven’t been to Telegraph Creek during the 1950’s, then you ain’t been
nowhere! I met a very attractive girl there, the daughter of the Hudson’s Bay Company factor. I would
have married her but I forgot - pressure of work you know.
And now back to my riveting narrative of life in the wilds of northern British Columbia.
Early on an August morning with five saddle and two pack horses we left Dease Lake to take note of the
terrain along the way to the headwaters of the Iskut River or the south end of Kinaskan Lake, about 150
kilometres distant.
The so-called bridge engineer by the name of Goward, declined the use of his saddle horse and wanted
to go ahead of us alone, and on foot. I argued against his idea, but he was adamant, so I let him go after
explaining our planned route for the day and where we expected to camp for the night. I specifically told
him that if the Tanzilla River was too fast or too high that he was to wait for us to get him over. I certainly thought that there was something strange about this dude, but I let him go which was a big mistake.
He was much older than me, so I gave him credit for bush experience and brains, to find out later that
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he proved to be without either.
When we got to the Tanzilla there was no sign of Goward, so we crossed O.K. with the horses and thought
that we would catch up with him by the end of the day when we made a fly camp at Gnat Lake on the
divide before the Stikine River. We had shot a nice caribou for camp meat before stopping for the night
where we again began calling, and firing signal shots to try to locate the stupid one.
At daylight --- still no sign, so we continued on to the Stikine, in the fading hope of locating him there.
Late that day we camped a few hundred metres above the mouth of the Grand Canyon and searched until
dark and for the next two days but turned up no sign whatever. By now I actually thought that he had
drowned and been swept downstream in one of the two rivers, or perhaps run afoul of a large grizzly
whose recent sign at a destroyed food cache we had seen back on the divide.
So, with horses and all, we returned to the lodge at Dease Lake to notify the Vancouver office of our problem and to initiate a search using helicopter and fixed-wing, as well as an RCMP officer, along with our,
by now, rather weary and worried crew.
After another couple of long and unsuccessful days of searching, we decided to return with my crew and
horses to the Stikine, where I would pick the bridge site while the search for the stupid one continued with
the others. We did this, and were then trying to figure out how to cross the river with the horses when my
boss, George Smith, flew in and landed on the river with a Cessna 180. He told us that the search was over
and that the stupid one was on his way back home where he should stay.
When I asked for more details about Goward, such as where he was found, who found him and how he had
slipped through our own search --- I got few answers that made sense and was more or less told to forget
L-R,
Dick
Dick,
Robin
Dalzeil
on Stikine
River
all Jimmy
about it.Gleason,
I suspect Richard
that he may
have
been
a political
appointee,
since
there1955.
were a lot of smelly politics that
surfaced over the construction contracts during the coming winter. In all the years since then it has
remained a mystery and so be it. Of course I don’t carry a grudge, but I hope that if I ever see him
again, I will be carrying a
big rock. Of course I’ll have
to study up a bit on how to
brain a guy who hasn’t got
one! If he is still alive, he
is probably in a rest home,
someplace, in which case I
may just drop by to say hello and inadvertently stand
on his breathing tube for as
long as it takes.

Telegraph Creek, B.C.
1955
Telegraph Creek B.C. 1955.

Anyway, we soon decided
to continue on with the
reconnaissance and without the horses so the two
Telegraph Indians, Jimmy Gleason and Richard
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Dick Dick (the one with the
imaginative parents), and my
humble self, were ferried across
the river in the Cessna to begin
our walk to the then unoccupied
Indian winter village of Iskut.
From there we would walk to
Eddontenajon Lake where a
canoe had been left for our use.
We carried only our bedrolls, a
small tarp, rice, tea, smoked
caribou meat and a short piece
of fishnet with a small illegal
size mesh and rifles. In the
L-R, Jimmy Gleason, Richard Dick Dick,
last day or so I managed to
Robin Dalzeil on Stikine River, 1955.
club a Canada goose with a
canoe paddle. It was moulting and couldn’t fly. All is fair when you get hungry - ask any survivors of that
football team which crashed in the Andes Mountains a few years back.

L-R, Jimmy
Gleason, Richard Dick Dick, Robin Dalzeil on Stikine River 1955.
I guess that with all the mobilization and search time involved we had completed our survey in about a

month and we now anxiously awaited the unmistakeable sound of the Beaver aircraft coming to pick us
up at the south end of Kinaskan Lake, as was prearranged. Well, we waited, and we waited and after about
three days of swatting mosquitoes, black flies, and no-see-ums even with a good smudge fire going, life
was getting a bit boring with nothing to read and conversations difficult with my good but monosyllabic
companions.
Sitting there on the beach and in the smoke, I noticed the forearm of Richard Dick Dick which had a tattoo showing three groups of two numbers, such as 16 11 46 so I asked him:” Hey Richard, whats that on
your arm?”
“Is tattoo.”
“Yeah, but what does it mean?”
“Is date.”
“Yeah, but the date of what? Your wedding, the birth of a son, or what?”
“Is date of day I had it done.”
When you are in the company of mental giants, one should go quietly. After about an hour of silence,
Richard asked: “Where you from?”
“Well Richard, it’s a longTelegraph
way from Creek
here and
B.C.about
1955.700 miles from Telegraph Creek You wouldn’t know
the place but it’s called Vancouver.”
4
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“Oh, I be there all one winter, good place, nice and warm no wood to chop, new clothes, no work, eat
three times a day and plenty sleep, real good place!”
“Oh come on Richard – Where were you?”
“I was at that place, what you call him, what you call ‘ im ____ Oakalla! Good place for winter!
To quote the shortest sentence in the bible: “Jesus wept!” And the next day the plane came in. Δ

Directional Drilling
Private Utility Locates
Subsurface Utility Engineering
Trenching
Engineering Locates

MARK ALLEN

mark@diversifiedunderground.com
http://www.diversifiedunderground.com

412 N. Dal Paso

2851 S. County Road 137
B e n n e t t, C O 8 0 1 0 2
Tel
303.636.9999
Cell
720.490.1322
Fax
303.671.8728
NEXTEL 855913 *2

Hobbs, NM 88240
Tel: (575) 393-3117
Fax: (575) 393-3450
www.jwsc.biz

Nicolas Cournoyer
Direct Sales Rep, Arizona & New Mexico
Surveying / Engineering
Cell
Fax
E-mail

OAKALLA PRISON FARM, a provincial penal institution, opened in 1912 in BURNABY
on a site overlooking Deer Lake. The name
was officially changed to the Lower Mainland
Regional Correctional Centre in 1970. Between
1919 and 1959 (when the death penalty was
abolished), 44 hangings took place. Inmates
worked on the farm until the 1970s, and manufactured car licence plates from the early 1930s
until 1975. A separate Women's Unit opened in
1940. It closed on June 30, 1991.

602 308 9062
602 274 3740
nicolas.cournoyer@leicaus.com
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Middle Rio Grande Chapter
Initial Point Excursion
Text by Glen Haikin and Tom Patrick
Photos by Tom Patrick
If there is any place in New Mexico that is worth a pilgrimage for any surveyor, it would have to be the Initial Point
for the New Mexico Principal Meridian and Baseline located in San Acacia, just north from Socorro. On Saturday,
November 5, 2011, members of the Middle Rio Grande
Chapter and friends, led by Chapter President Glen Haikin,
mounted an excursion to this important monument.
That Saturday morning dawned cold and blustery with
rain and snow. As we drove south we prayed for clearing
weather and for the attendance of a few hardy souls willing
to climb to the monument. The weather cleared south of
Belen, and things were looking much better. Ten of us met
at the San Acacia cemetery, and after a short presentation
by Fred Roeder on the history of the initial point and the
beginnings of the GLO surveys in New Mexico, we began
our trek. The actual hike took about 40 minutes, with a
moderately steep slope for a short portion of the way. After
arriving on top, we took a few group pictures, observed
the monuments, and reflected on the history of surveying
in New Mexico. We also spent some time looking for the
original monument, hoping to uncover the most significant
surveying artifact in New Mexico, now a replacement
monument set by BLM in 1956. One among our group had
the foresight to bring a compass, and direct our attention to
magnetic North. It was a great time of camaraderie. The
views from the top were impressive.

Initial Point

Glen Haikin says thataway

San Acacia Cemetery
and Black Butte

The path uphill.......

Initial Point and view NW
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Rock art

Rio Grande diversion dam
Tim Tessendorf
finding North

We broke into smaller groups for the descent, and took various routes back to our point of beginning. Back
at the base of the hill, we reflected on the morning – the weather, a new adventure, the accomplishment of
the hike, gratitude for the surveyors who began the Public Land Surveys in New Mexico, and specifically,
for John Wesley Garretson. To these early surveyors we can attribute, at least in part, our involvement in
the surveying profession. After wishing Fred a safe return home, eight of us went the short drive south to
Socorro, to eat, visit, and share information, becoming better acquainted in the process.
Our time as a group was well spent, and reinforced some of the common bonds we share in our profession:
physical exertion, hearing a good story, pondering history, discovering monuments, sense of accomplishment. Thanks to all who made this event a memorable one: Ben Aragon, Lynn Lantz, Jacobo Pacheco,
Travis King, Tim Tessendorf, Tom Patrick, Ruan Bacigalupa, Glen Haikin, Fred Roeder and Larry Eckhardt.
Perhaps this event can be continued in years to come, expanding to include other NMPS chapters. Fred
Roeder has written an excellent article on instructions given by William Pelham to Garretson for locating
the Initial Point, see pages 14 - 16 herein. We will remember that the instructions were considered, but
disregarded. The field decision was a good one. Δ
Intrepid Surveyors- L to R - Fred Roeder, Tim Tessendorf,
Ben Aragon, Travis King, Lynn Lantz, Jacobo Pacheco,
Glen Haikin, Ruan Bacigalupa, Tom Patrick; (group photo
taken by Larry Eckhardt)

Fred Roeder receiving appreciation
plaque from Glen Haikin
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Some History -

Written by Fred Roeder, LS

The following is a letter of instructions to Deputy Surveyor John W. Garretson for the survey of the
Initial Point, Principal Meridian and Base Line. I have condensed the text by 40%. Fred Roeder
Surveyor Generals Office
New Mexico March 9th 1855
Sir,
In the execution of your contract of this date, to survey the Base and Meridian Lines, as a basis for the public surveys of the Lands in the territory of New Mexico, you will provide yourself with a Burt Improved
Solar Compass having a telescope attached: also two two-pole chains of fifty links each, and eleven iron
or steele [sic] tally-rods, having heavy steele points, that may be used in plumbing while chaining uneven
surfaces.... One of your chains, after they shall have been adjusted to the standard measure of this office,
you will carefully preserve, and prevent its becoming rusted or used for any purpose except to regulate the
one in active use. This you will cause to be compared and adjusted to the standard as often as once a day
while you are at work.
As you are aware that most errors in surveying are caused by inaccuracies in chaining, and a rigid accuracy
is required both in the measurement and surveying of those important lines, you will be careful to employ
no assistant who is not competent and trustworthy as chainman or flagman.... You will also employ one
spademan and an axeman, with a sufficient number of hands to enable you erect the mounds and corner
posts in excellent order and with facility.
After you have prepared for your expedition, you will repair to the mouth of the Rio Puerco, a small river,
a western tributary of the Rio Grande del Norte, where you will make a reconnaissance of the adjacent
country, and select the nearest suitable site, on firm ground, for the erection of an enduring monument to
perpetuate the Initial Point of the public surveys in New Mexico. You are especially instructed to erect
the Initial Monument of rocks, should you find any in the vicinity, but in case there are none to be found,
you will erect it of earth and sod, having charcoal placed at its base, upon which the Monument will be
constructed, and also having a large stone, not shorter than two feet, and not smaller than two inches in
size, placed in its centre, at the top....
From this point you will observe for the latitude.... and run a line south for a Principal Meridian, taking
care to mark corners or erect monuments for quarter section, section, and township corners.... You will
prolong this line South until you intersect the Southern Boundary of New Mexico: provided that your
Meridian shall be on the West side of the Rio Grande.... But, if in the prosecution of your work you shall
ascertain your Meridian not to be on the West side of the Rio Grande, when approximating to the Southern
Boundary of New Mexico, you will at your discretion suspend operations until the boundary between New
Mexico and Texas shall have been established.
After you shall have accomplished the extension of this line, you will return to the Initial Point and survey
the Meridian North from said monument as a Principal Meridian....
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After you shall have accomplished the survey of the Principal Meridian Line you will return to the Initial
Monument and run a line West on that parallel for a Base Line.... You will continue this line as far West as
you may deem the public service demands at the time. Having accomplished this survey, you will return
and do likewise East of the Initial Monument....
You are aware that substantial and enduring evidence of corners are important objects of the survey and
if you fail to erect such the purpose of your labors will have been in vain.... The Manual is deemed
sufficiently explicit and comprehensive to embrace every case that may arise....
Very Respectfully
Wm. PelhamSurveyor of the Public Lands in New Mexico
Special thanks are due Mr. John F. Nixon of Tolland, Connecticut, who provided me with letters and
diaries out of Garretson’s estate. Fred Roeder, 04 April 2009

John W. Garretson
While Surveyor General William Pelham tended his duties in Santa Fe, the initial fieldwork in the
establishment of the rectangular survey system in New Mexico was executed under contract by Deputy
Surveyor John W. Garretson. I knew very little about him when in a previous article (BENCHMARKS,
April 1985) I quoted many of the interesting comments he had put in his field notes. This short biography
attempts to fill that gap and will examine the man who set our first thousand section corners, and then
some.
John Wesley Garretson was born on May 19, 1812 in Sumner County, Tennessee, a short distance northeast
of Nashville. His father, who had served in the Revolutionary War, died while John was still a boy. In
1836 John served for six months with the Tennessee Mounted Militia in the Seminole War in Florida. His
surveying career began on the U.S. General Land Office surveys in eastern Arkansas and he was well
acquainted with William Pelham by the time the latter was appointed Surveyor General of Arkansas in
1841.
The two men became friends. In September 1846 Garretson married in Little Rock Sarah Sheppard
(Conway), older sister of Pelham’s wife Mary, and widow of U.S. Deputy Surveyor Joseph Sheppard.
Garretson continued to survey in Arkansas until Pelham became Surveyor General of New Mexico in
1854 and invited him to come to Santa Fe, where on March 9, 1855 he received his first contract for the
establishment of the initial point, central meridian and base line. Because for about three years Pelham
contracted with no one else, a Santa Fe newspaper accused him of nepotism and called for an investigation,
but by then Garretson’s marriage was already on the rocks and ended in divorce in January 1858.
Until 1858 Garretson’s contracts were mostly for the survey of standard parallels and guide meridians,
with only a few townships surveyed and subdivided in the Jornada. These lines paid a higher price per mile
than did ordinary section lines and therefore were choice work. In the spring of 1858 Garretson returned to
Arkansas where he was married in August to Annie Wilson of near Fayetteville. He also visited Texas to
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prepare for his future residence near San Antonio. Returning to Santa Fe in June 1859 he accepted one
final contract for the survey of the boundaries of thirteen of the Indian pueblos, which he completed in
October with the survey of Isleta.
Garretson’s neatly kept field notes and his habit to reflect on his work and record his thoughts give us a rare
glimpse into the daily life of a frontier surveyor and call to mind the hardships associated with surveying
in a remote desert. He accepted these privations as a matter of course, and observed: “... to encounter thirst
and hunger [is] sometimes necessarily incidental to surveying in New Mexico.”
Right at the start he had to run 108 miles of central meridian twice because he was not provided with the
proper calibration data for his standard chain. Often it was lack of water for men and mules, at other times
the difficulty of crossing rugged mountains and an untamed Rio Grande that hampered and even put a halt
to his surveys. In September 1859 William Drew, his compassman, drowned while attempting to cross
the river near Cochiti. And like later surveyors he often wondered why he was surveying land where: “...
there are not any settlements nor will there ever be [any],” and where “there is not an acre of land...that
can ever be cultivated.”
When Garretson left the Territory he had walked over more of New Mexico than any man before him
and most who came after. Because he had employed many native New Mexicans he became so fluent in
Spanish that he kept portions of his diary in that language. Returning to Texas he bought 4,605 acres (a
league and a labor) in the brush country south of San Antonio.
Had it not been for the Civil War he might have retired to the life of a country gentleman. But on his
seventh wedding anniversary (8-31-1865) he had to lament in his diary: “When married our prospects
were bright for an easy living, having some $26,000 in gold to commence life on, now by the recent war
and its consequences we are...reduced to toil and poverty by the accursed Yankees.”
This was overly bitter and pessimistic. Although most of the money was lost he still owned his land, but
now had to cultivate it to support his young wife and their growing family, which by 1872 included four
sons and a daughter. “I am sore and worn from work,” he wrote on his fifty-third birthday, continuing in
Spanish: “Who knows how many more years I have left, I hope I live until my children are established in
life. Oh God have mercy on us.”
God did and gave him another thirty years. To supplement his income he taught school for a while and
again took up chain and compass, surveying for the New York and Texas Land Co., owner of three million
acres of Texas railroad grants.
He died in San Antonio, Texas, on May 7, 1895. Δ
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NMSU News

The New Mexico State University College of Engineering Scholarships for fall semester 2011 went to seven
outstanding students including the six seniors pictured who are scheduled to graduate in either December,
2011, or May, 2012. From left to right in the front row there are Roberta Lujan (Cadastral Surveying
Endowed Scholarship); Kara Hickey (Thomas T. Sr. & Allene B. Mann Memorial Endowed Scholarship);
and Robert Flora (Wilson & Company Scholarship). From left to right in the back row are Lee Wilson
(New Mexico Professional Surveyors Endowed Scholarship); Edgar Amaro (Mesilla Valley Maze Endowed
Scholarship); and Albert de Hoyas (Llano Estacado Surveying Endowed Scholarship). Missing is Richard
Laws (Surveying Ethics Studies Scholarship).
The students and faculty in the New Mexico State University Surveying Engineering program wish to thank
the surveying profession of New Mexico for providing support for our future surveyors. Those wishing
to contribute for the above listed scholarships or to new scholarships can contact Steven Frank (sfrank@
nmsu.edu) in the Surveying Engineering program or Patricia Sullivan (patsulli@ad.nmsu.edu) in the
College of Engineering Dean’s office for more information.
Sent in by Steven Frank
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NMPS Chapter News
NMPS Middle Rio Grande Chapter Quarterly Report, December 5, 2011

August Chapter meeting
On August 16, 2011 we met at Zea’s Rotisserie and Grill. We had 16 attendees, 15 of whom are Professional
Surveyors.
OLD BUSINESS
The CNM Surveying Degree Night was well attended, by CNM staff, local surveyors and enrolled students.
Strategies for increasing enrollment were discussed. The 4G (Light-Squared) issue was discussed and members present were encouraged to express their opinions to their elected officials on the adverse effects that
could be expected if approved. Ten members had expressed an interest in attending the hike to the Initial
Point in November.
NEW BUSINESS
The City of Rio Rancho had established a new policy on lot numbering, and the membership discussed
concerns that they had. Will Plotner stated that he would set up a meeting with City Officials to discuss the
concerns. ACEC was looking for volunteers to serve on PTAB, with a training opportunity to be conducted
at Wilson and Company on August 17th. Glen Thurow updated the members present on the NSPS elections,
and mentioned that it would be a good thing to support the Arizona candidate. He also discussed the dissolution of the ACSM, with all assets and liabilities being transferred to NSPS. He also mentioned that the
Certified Survey Technician (CST) exam was to be administered the first day of the NMPS Conference, and
that members should encourage field and office personnel to work toward achieving these certifications. Mr.
Thurow also talked about discussions in Santa Fe concerning reorganizing the Board of Licensure under the
Regulation and Licensing Board.
PRESENTATION
Attorney Josh Skarsgard of the Skarsgard Firm, P.C., presented on the topics of Zoning, Land Use and Condominium Law.
September Chapter meeting
On September 20, 2011 we met at Zea’s Rotisserie and Grill. We had 9 attendees, 8 of whom are Professional
Surveyors.
OLD BUSINESS
The Initial Point hike was discussed, and the need to contact the land owner for access to the site. The members discussed the issues involved with the Light Squared 4G plan, and came to the conclusion that politics
and high financial stakes were directly involved in the ongoing negotiations. An update on the policy for
lot numbering in Rio Rancho was provided by Will Plotner. The limitations of the GIS in Rio Rancho is the
factor that created the policy, as only a certain number of characters can be input into the lot number field.
The members present talked about clarity and conciseness in regards to lot and tract numbers, and the need
to continue an historical description for each subdivided property.
NEW BUSINESS
New Mexico Education Foundation letters were distributed to the members who had donated to the organization. The remaining letters will be mailed out by the Chapter at the end of the year. The election of 2012
officers was discussed, with deadline for nominations and voting. All nominees would be contacted by
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PRESENTATION
Mr. Orlando Lucero, Esq. and Vice President/Escrow Officer from Stewart Title of Albuquerque was the
presenter for the meeting. Mr. Lucero discussed the Commitment for Title Insurance schedules and the
significance of each part of the commitment as related to surveying.
October Chapter meeting
On October 18, 2011 we met at Zea’s Rotisserie and Grill. We had 10 attendees, 9 of whom are Professional Surveyors.
OLD BUSINESS
The land owner had been contacted, and gave us permission to hike to the Initial Point on November 5th. It
was agreed to meet at the base of the hill at 10 am. Glen Haikin said that he would contact Fred Roeder,
the scheduled speaker for this event. The 4G issue was again discussed, with Javad, GPS manufacturer,
stating that we could “work together” to overcome the interference issues from the 4G band. A petition
was being circulated to turn off the SA feature of GPS, intended to be submitted to the President.
NEW BUSINESS
Glen Haikin updated the members on the progress of the 2012 election. Not many nominees had been
submitted, and the appeal to chapter members to be willing to become directly involved was made. The
Christmas Dinner will be December 20th at Zea’s, and invitations will be extended to the 2011 presenters and a guest. The issue of unlicensed survey practitioners was brought up by Chris Medina, especially
in terms on bidding on surveying projects. It was agreed that these concerns need to be addressed to the
Board of Licensure through the NMPS Board, as they continue to exist in New Mexico.
PRESENTATION
Ms. Paula Dodge-Kwan, PE, City of Albuquerque Construction Coordination Manager was the presenter
for the meeting. Ms. Dodge-Kwan spoke about how surveyors should obtain permits to be working within
city right of way if working for more than 2 hours. She also discussed safety measures while working in
the field.
November field presentation and Initial Point hike
On the morning of November 5, 2011, ten people, of whom eight are Professional Surveyors, met at the
base of Black Butte, whereupon the Initial Point of the PLSS in New Mexico is located, to hear a presentation on the historical background to the public land surveys in New Mexico and the placing of the
monument. Fred Roeder, PS provided an interesting talk, relating the instructions provided to Mr. John W.
Garretson as to where this point was to be located. After the presentation by Fred and a brief discussion
with questions, we ascended to the summit of the hill via its western slope and viewed the monument, witness monuments, and panorama. After the descent, a lunch in Socorro provided the opportunity to further
discuss issues of concern to surveyors and the chapter. This event provided the last opportunity in 2011 for
surveyors to receive one PDH credit at a NMPS Middle Rio Grande Chapter function.
The chapter will meet in the latter part of December for a Christmas Dinner, announcement of 2012 Chapter officers, and to recognize those who presented at our 2011 monthly meetings.
Respectfully submitted,
Glen B. Haikin, PS, Middle Rio Grande Chapter President
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Gila Chapter NMPS
NMPS Report
December 10, 2011
I. Call to order
On August 15, 2011 at 6:00 pm the Gila Chapter met for their first meeting since the
reformation of the chapter. There were 5 members in attendance and 3 guests. Mr. Dave
Major, VP of Cooper Aerial Surveys Co. gave a wonderful presentation on his company
and the services that they provide. He also discussed the changes that have taken place in
the aerial surveying industry over the last 10 years.
Our next meeting was held on October 17, 2011 at 6:30 pm. At this meeting Mr. Bob
Green, PLS from Vectors, Inc. gave a very informative presentation on where the GPS
industry is headed and how they are planning on “dealing” with the light squared issue.
On December 6th we had an electronic email vote for new officers. The following are the
officers that were elected for the 2012 year:
President - Clyde King
Vice President - Rick Miller
Secretary - Amanda Allred
Treasurer - Garret Allsup
The next chapter meeting is tentatively scheduled for the 3rd Monday in January.
-The GILA CHAPTER
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America’s design and construction industry is ready to lead the economic recovery. Every $1 billion invested in nonresidential
design and construction would add $3.4 billion to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), $1.1 billion to personal earnings, create
RUVXVWDLQIXOOWLPHMREVDQGSURYLGHDQDGGLWLRQDOELOOLRQLQLQGLUHFWEHQHÀWVWRWKHHFRQRP\
That is why a broad coalition of groups representing millions of Americans asks President Obama and Congress to pass
legislation that gets our economy back to work. Please take these important actions:
3DVVVXUIDFHWUDQVSRUWDWLRQDYLDWLRQZDWHUUHVRXUFHVDQGFOHDQZDWHUDQGGULQNLQJZDWHULQIUDVWUXFWXUH
authorizations to create immediate jobs and rebuild our country.
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The members of our coalition are ready and willing to design and build the infrastructure to keep America
competitive in the 21st Century.
LET’S JOIN TOGETHER TO HELP AMERICA GET BACK TO WORK.
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National Society of Professional Surveyors
6 Montgomery Village Avenue, Suite 403, Gaithersburg, MD 20879
Phone: 240-632-8950 * Fax: 240-632-1321
www.nspsmo.org
A member organization of the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping

November 11, 2011
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Action Update on Unified Organization
The Member Organizations (MO’s) of the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping
(ACSM) have been working to develop a unified organization that would represent all geospatial
professionals since the ACSM Congress meeting in San Diego in July, 2011. Over the past four
months many discussions have taken place in the course of defining membership categories,
organizational structure, naming, and finances for the unified organization.
The National Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS) has worked with the other MO’s in the
attempt to address their concerns relating to joining into one organization that represents not only
surveyors, but our fellow geospatial professionals in geodesy, GIS, mapping, photogrammetry,
and other related fields.
NSPS and staff have been working with the ACSM accounting firm to get financial advice as to
how would be the best way to consolidate ACSM and the MO’s without endangering the current
non-profit status that each organization enjoys. Additionally, NSPS has hired an attorney to
represent all parties in providing the necessary legal advice relating to our reorganization.
On November 10th the MO Presidents and ACSM Executive Director Curt Sumner met via
conference call to discuss some of the membership categories and organizational structure of our
proposed organization. During the discussions the Geographic and Land Information Systems
(GLIS) President informed the other presidents that GLIS was not interested in joining with the
other two MO’s at this time and stated that GLIS would handle its affairs beginning in 2012.
NSPS and the American Association for Geodetic Surveying (AAGS) agree to continue to work
to develop our unified geospatial organization. AAGS has requested to join with NSPS in an
affiliate status for 2012 as talks continue for the merging of the two organizations.
Both our legal and accounting advisors recommend that ACSM and NSPS be merged into a
single entity by the end of 2011. The NSPS Board of Directors is working to achieve this goal
and create the base that will represent surveyors, geodesists, mappers, geographic information
specialists, and related professions in the future.
Respectfully submitted,

William R. Coleman, PLS GISP
NSPS President
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Sustaining Members
Tim Aldrich
Albuquerque, NM

Ira Hardin
Las Cruces, NM

Alan R. Benham		
Albuquerque, NM

Thomas D. Johnston		
Albuquerque, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Las Cruces, NM

Jeffery Ludwig
Santa Fe, NM

Isaac Camacho
Las Cruces, NM

Fred Sanchez		
Albuquerque, NM

Douglas W. Copeland
T or C, NM

Keith Stickford		
La Jara, NM

Scott Croshaw
Albuquerque, NM

Steve Toler
Albuquerque, NM

Marc A. DePauli		
Gallup, NM

Klad Zimmerle		
La Luz, NM

Kery Greiner
Mesilla Park, NM

Thank you for
your support!
Sustaining Membership

The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Please contact the NMPS office for more
information or to upgrade your existing membership.
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